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February 26, 2015

Previously, you learned about the concept of the limit of a function,
and an associated concept, continuity. These concepts can be generalised to
functions of several variables. As always, we will discuss only the the case
of functions of 2 variables, but the concepts are more or less the same for
functions of more variables.

1 Limits

To discuss limits, let’s recall how they worked for single variables. For a
function f(x), the expression

lim
x→a

f(x) = c

means that if we choose numbers for x that gradually get closer and closer
to a, then the values of f(x) will gradually get closer and closer to c. If you
recall, there is a slight technical issue: the values of f(x) have to approach
c regardless of whether the numbers you substitute for x are greater than or
less than a. We expressed this by saying that if

lim
x→a+

f(x) = c

and if
lim
x→a−

f(x) = c,

then we say
lim
x→a

f(x) = c.
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The idea is that no matter how you get to a while walking along x, f(x) has
to approach c.

For functions of two variables, we use the same idea for limits. Suppose
now that you have a function f(x, y). We say that the limit of f(x, y) as
(x, y) approaches (a, b) means that as x approaches a and y approaches b,
the value of f(x, y) will gradually approach c. Note that there are many ways
that x can approach a while y simultaneously approaches b, as is shown in
the following picture.

As before, it doesn’t matter how you get to (a, b). The important thing is
that no matter which way you choose to get there, when you substitute the
values (x, y) into f(x, y), the value of f(x, y) gets closer and closer to c.

This should leave you with a question: how exactly do you compute the
limits? For just one path in the diagram above, you would need to check an
infinite number of values of (x, y). Add to that the fact that there are an
infinite number of paths, and you would have an unbelievably large quantity
of numbers (x, y) to plug into f(x, y) to figure out the limit. So how does
one actually do it?

2 Continuity

Thinking back to the case of single variable functions, we recall that some
functions have a particularly nice property: to figure out its limit at a value
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x = a, one can simply substitute x = a into f(x). That is, we have

lim
x→a

f(x) = f(a).

Such functions are known as continuous functions, and they are great because
the limit as x approaches a is just f(a).

Example 1. Compute lim
x→2

x2 + 2x + 1.

Solution: You previously learned that the function f(x) = x2 + 2x + 1 is
continuous because it is a polynomial. Thus

lim
x→2

x2 + 2x + 1 = (1)2 + 2(1) + 1 = 4.

For multivariable functions, the definition is analogous: we say that a func-
tion f(x, y) is continuous if you can compute its limit as (x, y) approaches
(a, b) by simply substituting into f. We denote this by saying

lim
(x,y)→(a,b)

f(x, y) = f(a, b).

Based on this, the question we should now be asking ourselves is: Which
functions are continuous? In the single-variable world, the following functions
are known to be continuous:

• Polynomials

• Exponentials

• Logarithms (if the number in the logarithm is positive)

• Sine and cosine

• Any combination of these (as long as there are no zero denominators,
or negative numbers in a square root)

It turns out that these types of functions are still continuous when you sub-
stitute more than one variable into them.

Example 2. Compute the following limit.

lim
(x,y)→(2,3)

xy + x2y2
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Solution: Since the function f(x, y) = xy + x2y2 is just a combination of
polynomials, we need only substitute:

lim
(x,y)→(2,3)

xy + x2y2 = (2)(3) + (2)2(3)2 = 42.

Example 3. Compute the following limit.

lim
(x,y)→(2,0)

cos(xy) + ex−1

Solution: Since the function f(x, y) = cos(xy) + ex−1 is just a combination
of a cosine and an exponential, we need only substitute:

lim
(x,y)→(2,0)

cos(xy) + ex−1 = cos((2)(0)) + e2−1 = cos(0) + e1 = 1 + e1.

3 Discontinuous Functions

The list of functions above seems to include every type of function we study
in this course. This should lead you to ask the question: how can a function
possibly be discontinuous? Consider the following example in one variable:
suppose f(x) is the piecewise function

f(x) =

{
x if x ≥ 0

−1 if x < 0

You can check that
lim
x→0+

f(x) = 0

but
lim
x→0−

f(x) = −1.

Thus, the limit at 0 does not exist. So we see that piecewise defined functions
can be discontinuous.

Example 4. Show that the function

f(x) =
1

x

is not continuous at x = 0.
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Solution: Since

lim
x→0+

1

x
= +∞

and

lim
x→0−

1

x
= −∞,

the function is not continuous.
For multivariable functions, the situation can be a little more complicated.

Recall from the picture above that when we say that (x, y) approaches (a, b),
we are not specifying how we get there. In any way you approach (a, b), you
have to get the same value of f(x, y). However, as we saw above, having
either a piecewise defined function or a function with a denominator could
cause problems, as we see in the following example.

Example 5. Show that the limit

lim
(x,y)→(0,0)

x2y2

x4 + y4

does not exist.

Solution: Suppose we choose a path for our coordinates (x, y) by specifying
that we only choose coordinates of the type (x, 0). Then the fraction above
will take the form

x2(0)2

x4 + (0)4
= 0.

Thus

lim
(x,0)→(0,0)

x2y2

x4 + y4
= 0.

On the other hand, if we choose coordinates (x, y) where x = y, then the
function takes the form

x2(x)2

x4 + (x)4
=

x4

2x4
=

1

2
.

Thus

lim
(x,x)→(0,0)

x2y2

x4 + y4
=

1

2
.

So we have chosen two different paths by which we approach the origin (0, 0),
and by doing so we arrive at two different answers. Thus the function cannot
be continuous.
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